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CheckINN Direct Offers New Ways To Save On Business Lodging 
Members Can View Hotel Savings For Every Stay & Add Multiple Credit Cards to Account 

 
Wichita, Kansas (Aug. 7, 2009) – Corporate Lodging Consultants (CLC), the leading provider of 
customized lodging programs for business, is offering its CheckINN Direct members the 
opportunity to see just how much they save every time they check into a hotel using their 
CheckINN Card. It’s part of several new enhancements to the CheckINN Direct business lodging 
program. 
 
Now the savings are displayed for every hotel in the CheckINN Direct network when members 
conduct online hotel searches at www.CheckINNcard.com. Members simply enter the rate range 
that meets their travel budget to view results that list the hotel’s Lowest Published Rate, the 
CheckINN Direct member rate and the daily savings. 
 
“We’re making it easier than ever to see exactly what you save with CheckINN Direct,” said Kyle 
Rogg, CLC senior vice president of Business Development. “Members can pick their price when 
they search for a hotel, check out the daily savings by hotel, and track what they save per hotel 
stay.” 
 
Hotel rates are updated weekly so members can find current rate information about their daily 
savings every time they search for a CheckINN Direct hotel.  
 
Members also now have the ability to add multiple credit cards to a CheckINN Direct Account. 
This simplifies account management and tracking for any business that has multiple travelers 
using CheckINN Direct.  
 
CheckINN Direct allows small to medium-sized businesses to enjoy the same discounted lodging 
rates as large companies, offering significant savings on hotel stays at more than 8,500 hotels 
nationwide. The lodging program provides 24-hour traveler support 365 days a year, and no 
reservations are required at participating hotels. 
 
“We’re continually looking for ways to make CheckINN Direct as effective as possible for our 
members,” Rogg said. “These latest enhancements will help our members easily and quickly find 
the hotels where they can save the most.” 
 
Over the last 30 years, CLC has built a network of thousands of hotels nationwide to help 
businesses with their specific lodging needs, while offering state-of-the-art data management and 
payment processing systems to manage client billings and reports. These advantages provide 
clients with significant savings and increased visibility into lodging costs.  
 
Wichita-based CLC was acquired by FleetCor, the Global Fleet Card Company, in April 2009. 
CLC and FleetCor share the same key principle: helping businesses save money on purchases 
made by their traveling workforces. 
 
Businesses interested in CheckINN Direct can sign up for an account at 
www.CheckINNcard.com. 
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Corporate Lodging Consultants (CLC), a division of FleetCor, the Global Fleet Card Company, 
has more than 30 years experience as the leading provider of lodging management programs to 
businesses, serving thousands of clients in North America. CLC’s clients purchase more than 9 
million hotel room nights annually across CLC’s 
proprietary network of thousands of hotels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     


